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For k 3 0, pk(G) den ot e s the Lick-White vertex partition number of G. A graph G is called 
(n, k)-critical ‘f ‘t I I is connected and for each edge e of G Pk (G -e) < pk (G) = n. We describe all 
(2, k&critical graphs and for n 23, k 2 1 we extend and simplify a result of Bollobas and 
Harary giving one construction of a family of (n, k&critical graphs of every possible order. 
I. Introduction 
For k 2 0, a graph G is called k-degenerate if every sub-graph of G +as a 
vertex of degree at most k. The Lick-White vertex partition rzumber, denoted 
p,JG), is the minimum number of colours required to colour thz vertices of G so 
that each colour induces a k-degenerate subgraph of G. Such a colouring is called 
k-regular. A graph is called (n, k)-critical, n 2 2, k 3 0, if it is connected, 
~k(G)=n and for each e&(G), pk(G--e)<n (see [1,5]). 
Graphs which are critical with respect to p. (chromatic number) and pl (vertex 
arboricity) have been studied extensively. It is known that the only (2,0)-critical 
graph is K2 and the (2,1)-critical graphs are the cycles (see [ 1,3,4]). 
In Section 2 we characterize for k 3 2 all (2, k)-critical graphs. In [2,4] it was 
established that for rt 2 3 there exist (pz, 1)-critical graphs of order p for each 
p a 2n - 1, p # 2n (and only for these). The proof involves the construction of four 
different families of graphs and it cannot be extended for k 2 2. In Section 3 we 
extend and simplify this proof giving for each YE 2 3, k > 1 one construction of a 
family of (yt, k)-critical Igraphs of order p =$k+l)(n-l)+l, p#(k+l)(n-1)+2. 
In general, we follow the notation and terminology of the book Cl], but the 
symbol G,+ G2 denotes the join of G1 and GZ, consisting of union of disjoint 
graphs G1, G2 and all edges joining 
We shall use the following two results of Lick and White [5]. (1) A graph G 
is k-degenerate if and only if G can be reduced to ?he graph K1 by the successive 
removal of vertices of degree at most k. 
(2) If G is (n, k)-critical, then S(G)> (k + l)(n - 1). 
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2. (2, k)-critid graphs 
For k > 0, it is easy to see that every connected k + l-regular graph is (2, k)- 
critical. Since by (2) every (2, k)-critical graph G has a(G)a k + 1, fnr a graph G 
we denote by M(G) the set (G), deg ZJ = k -+ I}. If @V(G) is a cut set 
of vertices of G and G1, . . . , G, ; s 2 2. are the components of G -54, then by 
_Y,,i=l,..., s the graph Hi = G --V(Gi) is denoted. 
Th_csreyn 1. For k 3 0, a graph G is (2, k)-critical if and only if 
(i) G is connected, 
(ii) p(G)2 k + 1, 
(iii) V(G) -M(G) is an independent set of uer,tices of G, 
(iv) for each cut set !%V(G)-M(G), S(Hi)zg k for each i = 1,. . . . , s. 
Proof. If G is (2, k)-critical, then it satisfies (i) 
independent and for each cut set S s V -M 
proper subpaphs of G SO that S(H,)< k. 
Conversly, suppose that G satisfies (ij-(iv). 
and (ii), obviously V(G) - M(G) is 
the graphs Hi, i = 1,2,. . . , s are 
We have to show that for each 
e E E(G), G -e is k-degenerate. Since V-M is independent each edge e of G is 
incident with a vertex of M. Hence, S(G -e)s k and either G -e can be reduced 
to K1 by a sequence of removal of vertices having degree at most k, thus by (1) 
G - e is k-degenerate, or after removal of vertices of the set W c V(G) the above 
process cannot continue. Then S = (V-M) - W is a cut set of G and G(W) is a 
component of G -S. However, since 8(G -W) 2 k + 1, this is a contradiction. 
Note, that from the Theorem 1 immediately follows: If G satrsues conditions 
(ij-(iii) of Theorem 1 and G(M) is connected, then G is (2, k&critical. Hence, for 
eve,y k 3 2, p 3 k + 2 it is easy to construct the (2, k)-critica! graph of order p. 
3. (& k)=critisal graphs Exist 
Ixf, u be a vertex of G, then a k-regular color’ng of G with pk (G) colours is 
said to be a (v)-colcuring if one of the colour-classes consists of only 2). It is 
obvious that for any ve.rtex v of a (n, k)-critical graph G there exist a (u) 
colouring of G. We omit the sirnple proof of Lemma 1. 
emma 1. If G is k-degenerate, then I-I = G + Kj is (k + j)-degenerate. 
Our construction is based on the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. Let j, k, m, n be positive integers such that n a m + 1 :s 3 and k a j 2 0. 
Let M be a (FW, j)-critical graph and G = H + KS, where .T = nk + IZ - k - mj - m + j. 
Then, if pk(G)a n, G is (n, k)-critical. 
On gral hs critica/ w.r.t. vertex partition numbers 12s 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that for each e E E(G) there exists a k-regular 
colouring of G - e with n - 1 colours. We discuss 3 cases: 
(a) e E E(H). We take a j-regular colouring of M - e with colours 1,2, . . . , n2 - 
1 and for each i = 1,2, . . . , PII - 1 we colour any k - j vertices of KS with colour i. 
Since K;, f ; is k-degenerate, we can colour the remaining (n - m)(k + 1) vertices of 
KE with still not used n - rn colours. By Lemma 1 we obtain a k-regular colouring 
of G-e., 
(b) e ,-= uu E E(K,). We take for z E V(H) a (z)-colouring of H with colours 
1,2,. . . ) m, such that z is coloured with 1. We colour u, u and dny other k - 1 
vertices of k’j with colour 1, for each i = 2,3, . . . 9 m any still uncoloured k - j 
vertices of KS with colour i and the remaining (n - m - l)( k + 1) vertices of KS 
with new n-m- l colours. This gives a k-regular colouring of G - e with n - 1 
colours. 
(c) e = uv join I. E V(H) and u E V(K,). In this case we take an (u)-coltiuring of 
I-I, we colour u and any other k vertices of KS with the colour of u and the 
remaining vertices of KS as in the case (b). 
Since by (2) every (n, k )-critical graph G has S(G) 3 (k + 1 )( n - 1) G has order 
p>(k+l)(n-l)+l.Th e only (n, k )-critical graph of order p = (k + l)(v: - 1) + 1 is 
Kp (see [S]). Analogously as for k = 0,l it is easy to prove that there is no 
(:a, k)-critical graph of order p = (k + 1 :(n - 1) + 2 (see [3,4]). It is well known (see 
[J]) that for each n 3 4 and p Z= n+ 2 there exist (n, 0)-critical graphs of order p. 
The following theorem extends the result of [2]. 
Theorem 2. Let n, k, p be positive intcgcrs such that II 2 3, k a 1 and p zs 
(k + l!(M - l)+ 3. Then there exist (n, k)-critical graphs of order p. 
Proof. Let H be a (4,0)-critical graph of order q 2 6. By the known result of 
Dirac (see [3]) the graph G = H + KS, where s = kn + n - k -4, is (s i- 4, 0)-critical. 
Since pa(G) c jk + l)p, (G), we have pk (G) 3 M and by Lemma 2 G is (n, k)- 
critical for each k 2 0 and n 2 5. To complete the proof we shall show that using 
the (4,0)-critical graphs with added properties, the above construction can be 
extended tor n = 3 and n = 4, too. According to [6], the (4,0)-critical graph H is 
said to be an A-graph (admissible graph) if it satisfies the following two cocdi- 
tions: 
(i) For each e GE(H) there exists such a colouring of vertices of H-e with 
colotiis 3,l that for i = 0, 1 the set of vertices coloured with i induces an 
i-degenerate subgraph of I-I - e. 
(ii) To any v d(H) there is an edge (7 = uu of H such that H-e has a 
colouring having the same properties as in (i). with v having colour 0. 
For any q 3 6 there exist A-graphs of order q. JIowever not all (4,0)-critical 
graphs are A-graphs (see [6]). Similarly to the proof of Lemma 2, using (neces- 
sary) properties (i) and (ii), it can be proved, that it’ H is an A-graph, then for 
each n>3, ka0 and s=kn+n - k - 4 the graph G = I-I + KS is (tz, k)-critical. 
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